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11.3 Frequency response of sound pressure level
A linear and time-invariant system can unambiguously be described by its magnitude- and
phase-characteristics. However, if we take the transmission behavior of a loudspeaker to be
approximately linear and time-invariant (for reasonable drive levels this assumption is
certainly allowable), one single magnitude/phase characteristic is completely inadequate. This
is because the loudspeaker is not an electrical two-port! While it does include an electrical
input-port (the connectors), at its output it radiates a special field formed by sound pressure (a
scalar) and particle-velocity (a vector). Both these quantities are location-dependent within
the three-dimensional space, and thus an indefinite number of transmission functions exists.
In order to still handle this issue in a reasonably manageable way, we limit transmission
behavior to special cases (subsets): the analysis of the frequency response in a single
direction, and/or analysis of directionality at a single frequency. In particular, measurements
of the frequency response “on axis” (i.e. with the microphone positioned centrally ahead of
the speaker) belong to the former group; the latter group includes directional (polar) diagrams.
Trying to appreciate all details will render the frequency response of a loudspeaker infinitely
complicated; therefore a rigorous simplification is called for. Starting point for many
observations is a loudspeaker mounted in a very large baffle, and with a membrane that is
simplified to a flush plate (a so-called piston-diaphragm) [3] to begin with. Assuming linear
behavior, the current is proportionally mapped into a force acting onto the membrane and
moving it. The spring-like membrane-suspension and the mass of the membrane in
conjunction form a resonator with a pole frequency at 70 – 110 Hz. Below this pole- (or
resonance-) frequency, the membrane acts approximately like a spring, and above it acts like a
mass. Alternatively, we may say that below resonance, the membrane is spring-controlled,
and above resonance, it is mass-controlled. Given a sinusoidal current, the three movementquantities displacement, velocity and acceleration are generated; they can be converted into
each other via differentiation or integration. Since the membrane is mass-controlled above the
resonance frequency, a stiff current source will imprint the acceleration in the corresponding
frequency range (Newton: F = m⋅a). With the linear model, it is no problem that loudspeakers
are not always driven from a stiff-current source: the electrical impedance links voltage and
current.
Integration of the membrane acceleration yields the membrane velocity from which – using
the real part of the radiation impedance – the radiated effective sound power may be
calculated [3]. In the simple model, this effective sound power is frequency-independent
between the resonance frequency and the upper cutoff frequency. The latter is at about 600
Hz for a 12”-speaker; above that, the radiated power decreases with 1/f 2. Or so the simple
theory says. The frequency responses measured on-axis do show that your typical guitar
speaker will radiate frequencies up to 5 kHz with a rather decent level – only above this limit,
the frequency response drops off quite abruptly. This is, however, no contradiction to the
theory, because sound-level and sound-power are not equivalent: upwards of 600 Hz, the
radiated power decreases, but beaming-effects focus it increasingly to the area in front of the
membrane. In fact, power-decrease and beaming compensate each other in the simple model
such that on-axis there is no high-frequency drop-off at all. Still, this is where grave
differences between theory and practice become visible: the real membrane deviates
particularly in the high-frequency range from the idealizing theory. While the theory of the
axially oscillating piston-diaphragm requires a rigid-shape membrane, the real membrane
shows partial oscillations changing the shape: it “breaks up” and forms nodal lines with
partial areas radiating in opposite phase.
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Fig. 11.10 shows measurements taken with a loudspeaker installed in a baffle. This was not
an infinite baffle as required by the theory of piston diaphragms, but a square baffle of 3m by
3m, or a circular baffle of 1 m diameter. Its finite size has the effect of a diffraction wave
generated at the rim that reaches the microphone and superimposes itself with the direct sound
wave radiated by the loudspeaker. As a result, interferences appear i.e. frequency-dependent
amplifications (same-phase superposition) and cancellations (opposite-phase superposition) in
the sound pressure. For the circular baffle the distance of all points on the rim to the
membrane center is equal – a pronounced comb filtering occurs. For the square baffle, the
path-lengths of the sound wave (around the baffle) are dependent on the direction, and also
the wave diffracted around the baffle needs to pass a longer distance: its amplitude therefore
is much smaller than that of the direct sound wave, and the interferences are much less
distinct.

Fig. 11.10: Frequency response of a 12”-loudspeaker installed in a baffle. Microphone position: 0.5 m from the
speaker (axially). Left: baffle of 3m x 3m. Right: circular baffle ∅ = 1m. Theoretical interference (----).

In the simple model, two opposite-phase half-spherical waves are radiated on the two sides of
the baffle (Fig. 11.11). As the wave front reaches the rim of the baffle, its shape changes
because now a diffraction wave enters the space behind the baffle. This diffraction has the
character of a low-pass: low-frequency sound runs around the baffle without significant
attenuation but with increasing frequency the amplitude of the diffraction wave diminishes
such that in the high-frequency range only the primary sound dominates – no interference
effect remains.

Fig. 11.11: Generation of an opposite-phase diffraction wave at the rim of the baffle. The dot above the baffle
designates the position of the microphone; the two opposite-phase diffraction waves follow the primary wave.

In Fig. 11.11 we see the wave at four subsequent points in time. In the second picture, the
primary wave just reaches the microphone. In the third picture the wave has reached a bit
beyond the baffle, and in the fourth picture the opposite-phase diffraction wave reaches the
microphone.
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As Fig. 11.10 has shown, the large baffle prevents an acoustic short between the oppositephase sound waves radiated by the front and the rear of the membrane – however, this
approach is not actually stage-worthy. Alternatively, the propagation of the wave radiated
from the rear may also be stopped via mounting the loudspeaker in an airtight enclosure. That
will have three main effects: 1) The radiation of the wave from the rear is stopped, 2) in the
enclosure, resonances occur that influence the membrane oscillation and thus the sound
radiated from the front, 3) the stiffness of the air encased in the enclosure increases the
frequency of the main-resonance. Before we look into the specifics of enclosures, we first still
need to investigate the frequency response measure with baffle-mounting in more detail.
According to the theory of piston-diaphragms, the SPL measured on axis rises with a slope of
40 dB/decade up to the resonance (e.g. 100 Hz), and remains at a constant level above the
resonance frequency. We have already seen from Fig. 11.10 that reality does not reflect this:
from 1.5 kHz, ripples cannot be overlooked anymore, and from 5 kHz, the curve takes a
nosedive. The reason for these deviations from the idealizing theory are partial oscillations
of the membrane; the latter indeed does not manage to rigidly keep its shape but develops a
position-dependent pattern of oscillation. Fig. 11.12 depicts a cutaway view of a typical
loudspeaker membrane. From the cylindrical voice-coil bobbin (in the picture at the bottom),
the slightly curved membrane extends, with the dust-cap glued to it a few millimeters out. The
upper half of the membrane includes circumferential corrugations representing a mechanical
filter designed to decouple the peripheral parts of the membrane at high frequencies. At the
positions indicated by numbers, the axial membrane velocity was measured dependent on the
frequency using a laser-vibrometer – see Fig. 11.13.

The analysis of the velocity shows that only in the frequency range up to about 300 Hz, the
membrane manages to maintain its shape rigidly. In this frequency range, the frequency
response of the velocity follows the theoretical band-pass curve. At higher frequencies, a vast
variety of eigen-oscillations of the membrane show up.

Fig. 11.13: Frequency response of the membrane-velocity at various locations; radial (left), circular (right).
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Particularly striking, however, is the fact that the membrane corrugations actually do not form
a band-pass, after all! In the fringe areas, the membrane does not at all vibrate less compared
to close to the centre – rather contrary is the case: the rim vibrates more strongly. The lowpass theory is quite old and stems from a time when it was not possibly to do an on-the-fly
quickie-scanning of the membrane with a laser vibrometer. It is easily imaginable that the
loudspeakers investigated back in the day with simple methods had such efficient
corrugations that the effective membrane-diameter indeed became smaller with rising
frequency – as it was desirable in order to optimize beaming and efficiency of the speaker.
For the loudspeaker investigated here, however, a multitude of relatively weakly dampened
eigen-oscillations are created, the amplitude of which is larger than that of the actuation. Two
each of the frequency responses of the velocity from Fig. 11.13 are shown in Fig. 11.14: one
for a measuring point at the glue-seam of the dust cap (----), and another one for a measuring
point close to the rim. Neither for the Celestion speaker (with 8 corrugations) nor for the Fane
speaker (smooth membrane), a low-pass filtering is evident.

Fig. 11.14: Comparison of the membrane velocities: close to the center (----), close to the rim (––––).

Comparing the two loudspeakers, it seems not far-fetched to assume that in fact the
corrugated membrane may even be resonance-happier than the even one. That would not
actually be a big surprise: every movement actuated by the voice coil (or the magnetic force)
starts at the inner rim of the membrane and propagates across the latter as a bending wave.
Any change in the wave-impedance – as it is introduced by the corrugations or at the rim –
creates reflections. In the end, a multitude of primary and reflected waves run across the
membrane. In specific membrane-areas, many waves superimpose with the same phase
leading to particularly strong oscillations (anti-node), while in other areas the waves cancel
each other out to a large degree, resulting in nodes in the vibration (nodal lines). These nodal
lines may have the form of concentric circles – as we measure along a radial line, this would
be captured as a minimum (Fig. 11.13, left section). However, the nodal lines may also run on
a radial course, which would require a circular measuring path (Fig. 11.13, left section).
Fig. 11.15:
Vibration nodes
of the membrane

In Fig. 11.15 we see a few typical patters of the membrane vibration. The left-hand picture
stands for a membrane rigidly maintaining its shape: all points move in the same direction. In
the second picture, a nodal line separates the right and left halves: while the point on one half
vibrate in one directions, the points on the other half move in the opposite direction. This
standing wave does not need to be fully distinct – an additional traveling wave may well be
superimposed. The other pictures show vibration nodes of increasing complexity as it may
well occur already at frequencies as low as 1 kHz.
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The multitude of maxima and minima shown in Fig. 11.13, and also their extreme dependency
on the location, proves that in the middle- and high-frequency ranges many different modes
come into existence the exact calculation and verification of which was not intended as the
subject of the present investigations. A more precise analysis was done only for the G12-M –
in this speaker, a location dependent membrane movement occurs already at 300 – 400 Hz.
The reasons are probably two 21-modes. Fig. 11.16 illustrates the vibrations that occur at two
relatively close frequencies. As outlined clearly by Fleischer♣ in 1994, this behavior is often
found in approximately rotation-symmetrical structures. The eigen-values of anti-symmetric
vibration always occur in pairs for the ideally rotation-symmetric shape (e.g. 21-mode). For
approximate rotation-symmetry they break down into two different values with two
corresponding, slightly different eigen-frequencies. The corresponding eigen-shapes are of
equal type but differ in the angular position of their node-diameter, as shown by Fig. 11.16:
the eigen-shapes occurring at 350 Hz and 374 Hz are shifted relative to each other by 45°.

Fig. 11.16: Vibration modes of the Celestion-membrane. The mode shown on the left occurs at 350 Hz, the one
shown on the right at 374 Hz. These two modes are the ones of lowest frequency for this 12”-membrane.

Theory and practice concur in that the membrane vibrates – however, it vibrates in such
diverse fashions that refining the theoretical models could not be a subject of the presently
planned investigations. Therefore, practical measurements were conducted in the anechoic
chamber (AEC), generally at a distance of 3 m, with 2.83 V (for an 8-Ω-loudspeaker) fed
from a stiff voltage source, or in the reverberation chamber (RC), also using a stiff voltage
source (pink noise, 2.83 V per third-octave for an 8-Ω-speaker). For the first measurements, a
12”-speaker was mounted in a small wooden enclosure (39x39x25 cm3) and a somewhat
larger wooden enclosure (39x75x25 cm3). Fig. 11.17 shows the corresponding frequency
responses of the impedance: as expected, the additional stiffness of the enclosed air increases
the frequency of the main resonance. The corresponding effect is relatively strong for the
small enclosure and less pronounced fort the larger enclosure.

Fig. 11.17: G12-M, impedance-frequency-response, sealed enclosure (“mit Gehäuse”) 39x39x25 cm3 (left),
39x75x25 cm3 (right). “Ohne Gehäuse”: without enclosure.

♣

H. Fleischer: Spinning Modes. Research report UniBW Munich, ISSN 0944-6001.
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The increase in the resonance frequency amounts to slightly more than 41% for the smaller
enclosure and somewhat less in the larger one. Consequently, the stiffness of the air is a little
larger than the membrane-stiffness♣ for the former case and a little less in the latter. For
adiabatic change, the stiffness of the air is sL = 1.4⋅105 Pa ⋅ S2 / V. In this formula, S is the
effective membrane area, and V stands for the net-volume of the enclosure. From the effective
membrane mass m and the overall stiffness s´ = sL + sM, the resonance frequency is
calculated:
. Mounting the speaker in a sealed enclosure will, however, not
only shift the resonance frequency towards higher values but also generate a secondary
maximum at about 45 Hz that can be traced to leaks. This "leakage-resonance" (as the
secondary maximum is often called) stems from the mass of the air moving in the fissures,
and the air-stiffness s. And of course, the co-vibrating membrane will – strictly speaking –
also contribute. In a completely airtight enclosure, the leakage resonance should disappear.
Should it, really? Not necessarily, because that would take an airtight loudspeaker, as well.
Any ventilation hole will change the leakage-resonance, too.
Further maxima in the impedance curve are visible above the main resonance, for example at
250 Hz for the larger enclosure. They may be attributed to cavity resonances appearing due to
reflections occurring within the enclosure (standing waves, Chapter 11.8). In the higher
frequency range (above about 1 kHz), the enclosure loses any influence on the electrical
impedance; the rising value of the latter has its main source in the voice-coil inductance.
Fig. 11.7 clearly showed an impact of the enclosure (a sealed box) on the frequency response
of the impedance; however, essential for the sound is the frequency response of the sound
pressure level (SPL). In this context, Fig. 11.8 shows the differences between mounting the
speaker to a baffle, and mounting it in an enclosure. Two characteristics stand out: the
enclosure is unable to easily radiate sound in the bass range, and it generates a series of
resonance-peaks in the range of 200 – 2000 Hz that can be traced to standing waves. This is
particularly evident in the right-hand picture: 240 Hz matches the wavelength of 1.43 m, thus
half the wavelength fits exactly into the enclosure (internal length is 72 cm). The peaks at 800
Hz found for both enclosures fits the depth of the enclosure (internal spacing is 21 cm).

Fig. 11.18: 12"-speaker. Left: baffle vs. 39x39x25-box; right: baffle vs. 39x75x25-box.

Cavity resonances can be fought with a tried and tested remedy that no HiFi-box can do
without: dampening material, e.g. quilting cotton, or glass wool, or mineral wool. Standing
waves are effectively dampened by loosely filling the enclosure with it, and the frequency
response becomes more even. There is, however, a loss of efficiency that is undesirable for
guitar-speakers, and any padding is usually dispensed with here. In contrast to its acoustic
cousin, the electric guitar has no adequate body that would take care of introducing cavity
resonances, and therefore loudspeaker resonances are indeed rather welcome.
♣

This term always actually refers stiffness of the membrane suspension.
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Fig. 11.19 shows frequency responses of enclosures with dampening fitted in the form of
porous absorbers. The latter represent a real load-impedance to the membrane and transform
effective power into heat. This is not desired, since corresponding dampening of the
membrane from the rear reduces its movement and thus also the radiation of sound.

Fig. 11.19: Two different loudspeakers mounted in enclosures with (–––) and without (––––) absorber.

Besides absorption, the opening up the box is another possibility to reduce resonance-effects.
In the un-dampened enclosure (closed box), the sound waves generated by the rear of the
membrane are efficiently reflected back and forth; standing waves of high Q-factor can
manifest themselves. In a box open towards the rear a large part of the sound energy
generated by the rear of the membrane leaves the box after only a few reflections. Desirable
side effect: both sides of the membrane contribute to the sound arriving at the listener’s
location. Undesirable side effect: ditto. That is because of course the two involved sound
waves will not generally superimpose on each other with the same phase, and destructive
interference (cancellation) is bound to occur, as well. The membrane acts as a dipole: as one
side generates a positive pressure, the other side will generate a negative pressure. Still, the
same happens for the vented enclosure (bass-reflex box), and that does work quite well. The
reason is that phase shifts [e.g. 3] are introduced via acoustical filters and different-length
travel paths of the sound wave. For sound reproduction of very low frequencies, the open box
certainly is sub-optimal – in this frequency range, the sound waves generated by the font and
the rear of the membrane, respectively, will cancel each other out to a large degree. In the
closed box, this cancellation is prevented – but problems in the very low frequency range still
appear due to the high air-stiffness increasing the resonance frequency. Luckily, very low
frequencies are not that important for the guitar and often even unwelcome. The first guitar
amplifiers thus were of the open-box “combo” design – to this day a tried and trusted variant.
Fig. 11.20 shows frequency responses with an open box. The way the sound is guided
increases the rear mass loading of the membrane and the resonance frequency decreases
slightly. Cavity resonances are still present but more strongly attenuated than in Fig. 11.19.

Fig. 11.20: G12-M, frequency responses of the impedance; open box (“offenes Gehäuse”) 39x39x25 cm3 (left),
39x75x25 cm3 (right). “Ohne Gehäuse” means “without enclosure”.
© M. Zollner 2008 - 2014
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Fig. 11.21 depicts the SPL frequency response relating to Fig. 11.20. Compared to the
reproduction using a baffle, the ripples clearly increase but with a different characteristic
compared to a sealed enclosure: they are less narrow-band but more global and come in
broader arches. The figures in the second row hold information on the sound power radiated
in the diffuse sound field: from 200 Hz and 160 Hz, respectively, the open cabinets radiate
more sound; only in the frequency range below, selective attenuation occurs. Conclusion:
compared to the closed cabinet, the open-cabinet design is louder but also somewhat weaker
in the bass. Again, it remains a matter of taste, which one you prefer.

Fig. 11.21: Top: baffle vs. 39x39x25-open-cabinet (left) and 39x75x25-open-cabinet (right).
The lower row shows frequ. responses in the diffuse field, w/rear panel of the cabinet (––) and w/out (---).

One could argue that in modern times with super-powerful signal processors, the frequency
response of the loudspeaker is insignificant because any desirable frequency response may be
“designed” with a few rows of program code. Again, the guitar amplifier breaks rule: if
power-amp distortion is favored (as it is by many guitarists), digital filtering is not possibly
anymore. The loudspeaker directly follows the power amplifier, and – as irrevocably
postulated by systems theory – the sequence of circuit sections may not be changed in nonlinear systems. Only the loudspeaker and its cabinet can filter the signals generated by the
power amp, after the speaker there is only the space … the final frontier. The speaker, or
rather the membrane, filters mechanically, and the cabinet acoustically – and not
insignificantly, either. In the dimensions of the loudspeaker cabinet, the designer has effective
parameters at his/her disposal to kick the frequency response into shape one last time – after
that the sound leaves the production area. Presumably, the size of the loudspeaker that had to
be accommodated was the main criterion for the dimensions of the first guitar combos, and
even for Jim Marshall’s 4x12-cabinet, that was no different: the cabinet primarily served as
mount and protection. Acoustic filter design came later – if at all. Maybe it was a happy
chance that the dimensions of the now legendary small combos were not far from the
dimension of an acoustic guitar. The shape of a cavity determines the cavity resonances, and
what sounds good in a guitar may help to arrive at the right sound color in a speaker cabinet,
as well.
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The lowest body resonance (the so-called Helmholtz-resonance♣) of the acoustic guitar is
located between the notes of F#2 and A2 i.e. at 92 – 110 Hz. Incidentally, that is exactly the
range where most guitar loudspeakers have their main resonance – unless you mount them
into a small, sealed enclosure. The latter may push the resonance up to 160 Hz (see Fig.
11.17) corresponding already almost to an E – not the E2 of the low E-string but the E3 one
octave higher. If we now would combine such a cabinet (“tuned high”) with one of the
legendary amp-forefathers (e.g. a Tweed Deluxe or an AC-15), we would obtain entirely
different frequency responses than those shown on Fig. 11.18. These early amps had no
negative feedback (NFB) in their tube power amps, and therefore they featured a rather
special internal impedance: within the small-signal range, the terms “stiff current-source” is
almost appropriate, while in overdrive conditions (clipping), they form almost a stiff voltagesource. All SPL frequency responses presented so far in this chapter had been measured using
a stiff voltage-source; switching to a stiff current-source (imprinted current), the frequency
response of the impedance multiplies onto the transmission factor. For example: if the
impedance at 160 Hz rises from 7 Ω to 50 Ω, the SPL will increase by 17 dB! Not all (tube)
power amps dispense with negative feedback: in Fender amplifiers, for example, NFB
becomes a standard circuit feature from the 1960’s. VOX, however, does not follow that
route, and to this day the AC-30 does not have NFB. Power amps without NFB feature high
output impedance with a value of 200 Ω easily reached. Introducing NFB will decrease the
internal impedance – but not down to zero. For one, a high NFB-factor will decrease the gain
(which is a precious commodity in tube amps), and second, phase-shifts may quickly lead to
instability. Therefore even a tube amp with NFB may easily have an internal impedance of 20
Ω – which would, in the case of the above example, not lead to a resonance boost of 17 dB
but still to one of 9 dB.

Abb. 11.22: SPL frequency response with imprinted current, 39x39x25-box; closed (left), open (right).

Fig. 11.22 shows, for the small speaker box, frequency responses resulting from driving it via
a stiff current-source (imprinted current). In this mode of operation, any trace of a weak
bass-response has disappeared in the open cabinet; the resonance frequency (lower than with
the closed box) takes care of the required low-frequency-boost. In the linear range, that is,
since internal impedance of the power amp becomes lower as the drive level increases. In
addition, non-linearity in the output transformer makes for a rather complicated signalshaping. Here, there is room for the developer to design – based on the combination poweramp/transformer/speaker/cabinet – a convincing product the characteristics of which surely
are not describable with a few diagrams. Measuring frequency responses will help to
document transmission functions – no more, no less. The final decision happens with
listening/playing tests – and those are not done in the anechoic chamber. Not to forget: the
eyes “listen”, as well! Not unheard of is the combo that did not pass the final test in the music
store because it had the “wrong” name on the front cover …
♣

This resonance is not only defined by the cavity, but also by any co-vibrating walls of the enclosure.
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The loudspeaker housing alone offers many design possibilities – an impression of the
diversity is found in Fig. 11.23. A Celestion G12-M was mounted in 5 different typical
speaker boxes with the rear wall being either open, or half-open, or closed. The various peaks
occurring at different frequencies (depending on the cabinet) are the result of geometryspecific cavity resonances. In comparison, the type of wood used for the cabinet does not play
any role as long as the construction is not untypically fragile.

Fig. 11.23: SPL frequency response using a stiff voltage source, AEC, on axis; various boxes, 1W/1m.
On the right the corresponding frequency responses of the impedance are depicted.

To discuss DSP-filtering again: of course, it would be possible to approximate the shown
frequency response via software. However, the amplifier/loudspeaker-interface connects two
non-linear, interacting systems – a simple pole-zero design will not get you far in that context.
And not to forget: the loudspeaker filters direction-dependent – something a modeling amp
fitted with a DSP is not able to simulate. The filtering calculated in the DSP effects all
radiation directions in the same way while every speaker cabinet will have its geometryspecific directionality (Chapter 11.4).
In order to achieve clear resonance effects, the two speaker cabinets used for Fig. 11.21 were
deliberately built with special dimensions – they are, however, not entirely typical for the
genre. For this reason, the following measurement results were taken with a VOX-cabinet. No
the one of an AC-30 because there, two loudspeakers cause interference, but the cabinet of an
AD60-VT – the modern housing for a VOX-typical 12”-Celestion. Celestion has been the
purveyor to the court of VOX since the late 1950’s, despite all attempts by Goodmans and
Fane. In this AD60-VT-housing, the following speakers were mounted: G12-80, G12-M,
G12-H, G12-S, Vintage-30, G12-Century, Celestion Blue, and the original speaker of that
amp. Fig. 11.24 shows the measured frequency responses – again referenced to 1W/1m.

Fig. 11.24: SPL frequency responses, various Celestion-12"-speakers in the AD60-VT-cabinet; 1W / 1m.

Translated by Tilmann Zwicker
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The curves shown in Fig. 11.24 share a lot of commonalities. There are, however, also
selective divergences that, in the relevant frequency range, do exceed 5 dB here and there.
These are very different loudspeakers, after all, with a power capacity of between 15 W and
80 W, and a price range from 127 Euro to 584 Euro (this was in A.D. 2000, and apparently
they were serious regarding the latter price). Details are shown in Fig. 11.25 – and suddenly
we are not quite sure anymore whether the same speaker is not erroneously included twice.
But no, these are all different speakers, and closely inspecting the peaks reveal the deviations.
The latter justify the whole effort – there must be a reason why Celestion builds so many
different 12”-speakers. The term many might by misleading here, because this small excerpt
represents merely a fraction of the allegedly much more than 100 different variants. If the
Vintage-30 is not to your liking, just get yourself the Celestion Blue: the price has dropped to
a yummy 349 Euro by now Translator’s note: that’s in 2008, in 2018 it was 279 Euro street price .

Fig. 11.25: Comparison of different Celestion 12”-speakers. AEC, AD60-VT-cabinet, 1W/1m.

In the price list from A.D. 2000 mentioned above, the “Blue” sets you back four times the
financial damage the Vintage-30 would do. That makes sense somehow, since the Vintage-30
has four times the power capacity of the “Blue”. Sales-math – it can be so simple: 155 Euro
for 60 W, and 584 Euro for 15 W. That justifies a closer look at these two candidates: indeed,
there are differences besides many similarities (Fig. 11.26) – but stop: there is (in the righthand picture) another competitor in the race that features a similar response curve.

Fig. 11.26: Celestion "Blue" (–––), compared to Celestion Vintage-30. AEC, AD60-VT-cabinet, 1W /1m.
© M. Zollner 2008 - 2014
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We can see from the lower-most curve in the left-hand picture that the magnitude differences
between the “Blue” and the Vintage-30 are mostly smaller than 2 dB; larger deviations are
found at only one single place. In the curves shown in the right-hand picture, the maximum
differences are smaller although the average square deviation is in fact even a bit bigger than
in the picture on the left. Which speaker is that? O.k. – here we go … From the point of view
of the manufacturer, it may seem outrageous that, despite the deterringly high price,
somebody goes out and buys no less that two specimen of that blue Celestion … and
compares them to one another. Well, it was simply too appealing to miss. Right: 2 specimen
are of course not the quantity that you would need for a reliable variance-analysis, but lets still
cut to the chase (without safe statistical base): according to the present measurements, the
differences between a Celestion “Blue” and a Vintage-30 lie in the same range as the
differences between two Celestion “Blue”. The differences between the “Blue” and the
Vintage-30 are just about noticeable – but the same holds for the differences between two
“Blue”. If the sound pressure levels of two randomly selected Celestion “Blue” differ already
by ±3 dB, it must be assumed that there will be even larger tolerances across the whole “handbuilt series”. With this, the statement “the Vintage-30 sound more mid-rangy than the blue
Celestion” becomes untenable. Broadening the term intra-individual from the individual to
the same-type group (all the Blues), the rationale is: given such large intra-individual
tolerances, the inter-individual tolerances are not significant; the Vintage-30 on average
sounds just like the Celestion Blue does. Sure, that is speculation at this point – the sample
was much too small, and it might be that one of the two acquired Blues is different from all
the rest of the family. In any case: showing bottomless impudence, this author has carried out
more comparative measurements with further speaker-pairs: see Fig. 11.27. To preempt any
wrong conjecture: all speakers were bought in pairs, none was re-coned, and none had been
subjected to excess power.

Fig. 11.27: Comparison of two same-type Celestion speakers: 2 x G12-80 (left), 2 x Vintage-30 (right).

What can happen if a loudspeaker is re-coned (i.e. if has received a replacement membrane),
is shown in Fig. 11.28: someone has re-coned an old AC-30-speaker … with the wrong
membrane, however! So much for the legendary vintage-sound …

Fig. 11.28: Left: frequency responses of the two Celestion speakers of an AC-30 from the 1960’s.
Right: frequ. response of the impedance of the two Celestion Blue from Fig. 11.26 (measured w/out cabinet).
Translated by Tilmann Zwicker
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The measurement results of loudspeakers of the same type or build advise caution: even if we
insinuate that speakers from modern production have negligible tolerances, it would be quite
appropriate to have some doubts regarding the holy cows from the 1960’s or even from back
in the 1950’s. That AC-30 (copper panel) offered for a whopping $ 4000 – does it sound so
good because its speakers have been “played in” for so long? Or because they were re-coned
at some point in time with no-name membranes … which the always-helpful Mr. Ly-Ing has
discretely stamped with “T530”? Or maybe the amp features yet un-played NOS-Types♣??
Word is the latter are unearthed more and more often these days. It is also easily possible that
new replicas are mounted: lovingly wound by British hand using old original tooling rediscovered in the back of the basement. Well, that would not be cool, though, ‘cause even if
they’d been “aged” by Mr. Murphy himself personally – nothing beats the real stuff. This
nagging question remains: what’s real, if two original G12-80 differ by ±5 dB? An answer
cannot be given as long as the vita of most of the old speakers remains shrouded in the mists
of time, and artificially inflated prices impede statistically relevant investigations.
So, let us dwell some more on the loudspeakers at hand, and think not just about life in
general but the frequency response in particular. A measurement in the AEC is a required
criterion, but not a sufficient one. Of course, beaming-effects need to be considered (we’ll get
to those in Chapter 11.4), and non-linearity (Chapter 11.6). In order to be able to give at least
a general statement on directionality, we find measurements in the reverberation chamber in
Fig. 11.29. No surprise there: differences of a few dB across all measured Celestion speakers,
and small deviations between the Vintage-30 and the “Blue” (they do not stand out
significantly beyond the – assumed – production tolerances). It certainly would be an
exaggeration to attribute the same sound to all (measured) Celestions: there are differences,
and they are audible. However, despite all appreciation of the odd decibel that distinguishes
the frequency responses here and there, we must not overlook one fact: if you remove the
combo from its stand (in Bavaria, that would be two beer-crates …) and place it directly on
the floor, level-changes of the same order of magnitude will occur. And that’s free of charge!

Fig. 11.29: Measurement in the reverberation chamber: overlapping 1/3rd-octave analysis, pink noise,
rotating microphone. Right: Celestion "Blue" (–––) vs. Vintage-30 (----).

And with that, enough space has been dedicated to Celestion, manufacturer of "the finest
guitar loudspeakers that money can buy" – there are others, after all. No, not Goodmans, "the
largest UK manufacturer of loudspeakers". And not Fane, "Home of the greatest high power
speakers in the world", either. And neither JBL, "the leading loudspeaker manufacturer in
the world". Rather: Eminence, "the world's largest loudspeaker manufacturing company",
shall be checked out, and Jensen, simply “the inventor of the loudspeaker”. What Celestion
represents for VOX and Marshall, Jensen was for Fender. From the 1940’s to the 1960’s,
Fender mounted Jensen Alnico-speakers, and until about 1967 Jensen ceramics-speakers.
Optionally, the JBL D-series was available, but Jensen was the standard.
♣

NOS = New Old Stock = unused stock. Allegedly stowed away for decades.
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Already at first glance, the P12-R-membrane reveals a different build, distinctly deviating
from the Celestion-standard: a smaller dust-cap, and more (and differently formed)
corrugations. Fig 11.30 clarifies the differences: the Jensen is a bit less loud but puts more
emphasis on the treble. The latter characteristic, at the very least, would suit the Fender
community fine – “silvery treble” is expected there.

Fig. 11.30: Comparison Celestion Vintage-30 (–––) vs. Jensen P12-R (–––) in the AD60-VT-cabinet.

You may naturally ask right away what sense there would be in installing a typical Fenderspeaker into a VOX-cabinet. Indeed … but how else would you do a comparison? Both in a
Fender-cabinet? That would not work either, for the same reason. Each speaker in its own
proper cabinet? In that case you would not only compare two loudspeakers but also two
different enclosures. Each speaker in a baffle? That would be absolutely not stage-typical.
From the almost indefinite number of possible enclosures, we very arbitrarily picked the
AD60-VT – a choice had to be made, eventually. Also, in order to enable us to compare to the
other measurements presented so far, all further speakers were analyzed mounted in this
cabinet.

Fig. 11.31: Three Jensen-speakers in comparison: P12-R, P12-N, C12-N in the AD60-VT-cabinet.

Fig. 11.31 depicts the comparison of three Fender-typical Jensen 12”-speakers. Unlike the
Celestions – which gave very similar measurement curves – the Jensens show pronounced
differences. It is not only the power capacity that is distinct but in fact diverging soundphilosophies are realized: we have the treble-emphasizing P12-R, the Celestion-like P12-N
with the marked 1.5-kHz-dip, and the balanced C12-N … as far as you actually want to use
the word “balanced” in the face of ±6-dB-fluctuations. These peaks in the frequency response
are, however, typical for the genre – none of these loudspeakers could be termed “better” or
“worse”. Yes, we could wish for a little better efficiency in the P12-R, but that’s it.
Everything else is a matter of taste. Guitarists that appreciate a treble-laden sound with little
distortion often opt for the Jensen. Distortion-rockers tend to go for the Celestions. And then
there are those players that seek a not-quite-so-trebly sound without much distortion – it takes
all sorts to make a world, doesn’t it …?
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And on to Eminence, Fender’s choice in speakers after 1967. As shown by Fig. 11.32, these
loudspeakers prove to have their own character, too – both in the direct sound (AEC) and in
for the diffuse sound field (RC). Jensen and Eminence each offer about a dozen guitarsuitable speakers; only three from each manufacturer were selected and analyzed.

Fig. 11.32: Three Eminence-speakers in comparison: L-122, L-125, L-M12 in the AD60-VT-cabinet.

As a supplement, we will now call in the Fender-cabinet, after all, in order to at least once
operate Jensens and Eminence-speakers on their home turf: a Tweed Deluxe (Fig. 11.33)
shall now serve. The small 14-W-amp in the 5E3-Deluxe would not ask too much of any of
these speakers; the authentic choice would be a Jensen P12-R. The measurements (as always
not with the guitar amp, but with a stiff voltage source) reveal differences that occurred in a
very similarly manner with the AD60-VT-cabinet, as well – no surprise there. Up to about 2
kHz we see significant, enclosure-typical divergences that – depending on your mentality and
sense of mission – could be called “huge” or “marginal”. Some significance should be
attributed to at least the 190-Hz-peak in Fig. 11.32 that is followed by a 320-Hz-dip: that’s
quite typical for VOX alright.

Fig. 11.33: Measurements in the Tweed-Deluxe-cabinet: Jensen and Eminence 12"-speakers.

We have given a relatively large amount of space to the 12”speakers. Before we – more
concisely – get to their 10”- and 15”-colleagues, let us try to come to some kind of evaluation
– a classification of significant differences (Fig. 11.34):
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In Fig. 11.34, three different characteristics are emphasized. They were not elaborated using
sophisticated factor-analysis but constructed (hopefully not all too arbitrarily) on the basis of
visual criteria from the frequency responses. The first criterion is found in the efficiency
achieved at 1 kHz, i.e. level (dB-value) of the frequency response. The investigated 12”speakers exhibit differences up to 4 dB, and that is indeed noteworthy: a level difference of 4
dB corresponds to a power-increase of 150% i.e. for example form 10 W to 25 W. Relating
that to loudness, as it is readily done from the side of psychoacoustics, is permitted but
requires some special caution: the simple rule of “double loudness necessitates 10 dB level
increase” is valid for (sufficiently loud) 1-kHz-tones that are not subject to masking! A guitartone having to assert itself against competing sounds is not of that category! (For more on this
see “masked loudness” in the psychoacoustics-textbooks). 4 dB – in everyday life on stage,
that is the difference between “always a bit too soft” and “that’s it!”.
As a second criterion, we picked the range of the mids that was defined for this comparison
from about 600 Hz to about 4 kHz (i.e. incl. the so-called “presence”-range). Here we have
speakers with and without a middle-dip (or “mid-scoop”): it is generally strongly pronounced
in the Celestions and rather less in the Eminence L-125. As the last criterion, a distinction is
made between a more even level-curve at middle and high frequencies, and a more resonant
curve. The corresponding first group includes e.g. the G12-H or the P12-N, while the G12-80
and the original speaker of the AD60-VT are to be counted in with the second group. The
main differences between all measured Celestions manifest themselves in these resonance
peaks: their markedness (damping, or Q-factor) shapes the sound – but it is subject to
pronounced manufacturing tolerances, as we have seen in Figs. 11.26 and 11.27.
The question “which is the best loudspeaker, then?” has to remain unanswered for two
reasons: if manufacturing-induced variances of speakers of the same type are larger that typespecific differences, classifying becomes rather problematic. And then: beyond the efficiency,
sound evaluations are subjective. There are more speakers between …

Fig. 11.34: Attributes for distinguishing loudspeakers: 0.1 – 1 kHz (upper left), 0.6 – 4 kHz (upper right),
relatively even treble-range (lower left), resonant treble-range (lower right).
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At last, we now turn to the 10"-loudspeakers, as they are found mounted in single units in
small combos (e.g. Princeton), but also installed as 4x10”-quartetts in rather grown-up amps
(Super-Reverb, Bassman). Compared to the 12”-speaker, the membrane-surface of the smaller
10”-cousin is reduced by 30%; at the same vibration-amplitude, the membrane can thus set
less air in motion. More precisely: with the same membrane-movement, the smaller
membrane radiates less sound power. Given the equal input power, a 10”-speaker does not
need to be less loud than a 12”-speaker but it is in many cases. The “golden rule” of: the
larger the loudspeaker, the louder it is has a seductive rationale: as the surface of the
membrane approaches zero, the efficiency also needs to go down to zero. In reality, however,
the surface of a membrane is never close to zero, and the reasoning is misleading. In fact, the
efficiency depends not only on the membrane surface but also on the membrane mass and the
force-factor (transducer coefficient Bl), and these normally differ from speaker to speaker.
Eminence, for example, specifies the L-B102 (10") with 101 dB (1W @ 1m) and the KAPPA18 (18") with 97 dB (1W @ 1m). And a counter-example from the same manufacturer: the L102 (10") has a 97-dB-spec while the L-151 (15") lists 100 dB.
There is only one safe statement for the difference between 10”- and 12”-speakers. The 10”loudspeaker is smaller. The 10”-spealer is not generally of lower power capacity, not
generally less loud, not generally lighter and not generally brighter in its sound. Regarding the
power capacity: both Jensens P12-R (12") and P10-R (10") are specified at 25 W, the C10-Q
(10") is listed with 35 W, the C12-R (12") with 25 W, and the NEO-10 (10") with 100 W. As
to the weigh: L-122 (12") = 2.5 kg, L-B102 (10") = 5.5 kg. Things become more complicated
concerning the treble response, because the upper cutoff frequency of the power-radiation
indeed depends on the diameter of the membrane, and on the other hand an ideally form-rigid
membrane would be the corresponding pre-requisite to make a corresponding simple
statement. Completely wrong is the often-voiced justification that the larger membrane would
be too heavy to vibrate at high frequencies. Very basically: as the mass of the membrane is
enlarged, the efficiency drops in the whole range above the resonance frequency (e.g. 100 Hz)
and not merely at high frequencies [3]. There are other reasons for the fact that in many cases
the larger membrane does not sound as trebly as the smaller one: the former has more
beaming at high frequencies and generates less diffuse sound in the treble range. In the end, it
is always the membrane that plays the pivotal role: its shape and thickness, its corrugations,
its damping and its dust-cap determine the transmission characteristics. Eminence specifies
3.5 kHz as the upper cutoff frequency of the DELTA-10, but a whopping 4.5 kHz for the larger
GAMMA-15. The basis for this info is, however, an on-axis measurement – presumably the
power bandwidth is larger for the DELTA-10 (the datasheet is silent about that).
In Fig. 11.35 we see the frequency responses (measured in the AEC) of a 10"- and a 12"speaker. Both were mounted for the measurement in a sealed 39x39x25-enclosure. The P10-R
generates, on average, a smaller level but relatively more treble than the P12-R.

Fig. 11.35: Comparison between a 10"-loudspeaker (P10-R, left), and a 12"-loudspeaker (P12-R).
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Fig. 11.36 compares 15"-loudspeakers, all mounted in the 106-l-enclosure (1 l = 1 liter =
0.264 US-gallons) and measured in the AEC at 1W/1m, with no damping introduced to the
enclosure so that the cavity resonances at 230 Hz and 500 Hz are clearly visible. An enclosure
of the given size is relatively small for a 15”-speaker. But then almost everything is possible
for guitar setups: the Vibroverb, for example, only makes a scant 88 l (gross) available to its
15”-speaker in an open-back configuration, while the Showman is much more generous at
163 l in a ported box. We shall not concentrate on the bass-range here, however – rather the
focus shall be directed to the range upwards of about 300 Hz: the G15-100 and the Fane
display an even level-response (save for the enclosure resonance) but differ by more than 6
dB. Reminder: in order to increase the level by 6 dB, the input power needs to be quadrupled.
The Powercell, on the other hand, is not designed with an even frequency response in mind
but shows the typical S-curve of instrument-loudspeakers. The measurements prove a 15”speaker does not generally generate a higher SPL than a smaller loudspeaker, and document
that the upper cutoff frequency (measured on axis) can readily by at 5 kHz – just like for a
12”-speaker. The differences in the beaming-behavior will be examined in Chapter 11.4.

Fig. 11.36: Frequency responses of SPL and impedance, 15"-loudspeaker in a sealed 106-l-enclosure,
AEC, 1W @ 1m. All three speakers are manufacturer-specified at 8 Ω.
Maximum power input (manufacturer specs): Celestion Powercell = 250 W, G15-100 = 100 W, Fane = 200 W.

If two loudspeakers are mounted in an enclosure instead of one, the on-axis sound pressure
theoretically doubles. Compared to the doubled power input, this implies a gain of 3 dB (Fig.
11.37). The efficiency does, however, not simply continue to rise proportionally with the
number of speakers but depends on the individual geometry.

Fig. 11.37: Comparison 1x12" (---) vs. 2x12" (–––); ordinate values are referenced to the same power input.
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